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MAGNETIC ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 323
323. A series of particles whose masses (positive or negative) are ml3 mz, <Ssc. are placed in a straight line Ox at given points AI} A2) &c. Find the equations of the lines of force.
Let rlt r2, &c. be the distances of any point P from A1} A2i &c.; ff1} 02, &c. the angles these distances make with Ox. Let fa, cj>2) &c. be the angles the tangent to the line of force through P makes with the radii vectores rj} r2, &c.; then taking any one of these
sin cf> = rdO/ds.
Since the resultant force at P acts along the line of force, we
have
^   dO    A
2m — = 0. r
When the points A19 A2, &c. lie in the axis of #,
TI sin 0l = ?*2 sin $2= &c-
Hence              Sm sin 6dO = 0,    .'. Sm cos # = If.
The equations of the lines of force and the level surfaces written at length, are therefore
?/ij cos 6l -f ma cos #2 + &c. = K, m^ + w^/^2 4- &c. = K\ where Jf and Kf are arbitrary constants.
In a magnet w2 = —wii, the lines of force and the level surfaces reduce to
cos 0 - cos ff = K19       1/n - l/r2 = AY.
Line of force from one particle to anotlier. When a line of force passes through one of the attracting or repelling particles, the radius vector at that particle becomes a tangent arid 0 is then the angle that tangent makes with the positive direction of the axis of x. Let a line of force pass between the points A^ A^. Then, equating the values of K at these two points, we have Wj + &c. -f m-i cos 61 — 77i£+1 — &c. = wij + &c. + mh cos dk — m^ — &c. /. 'tiii sin- %&i + mi+l + &c. + mk^ + mk cos'2 % 6k = 0.
If all the masses have the same sign the only line of force which can pass from one particle to another is the straight line Ox on which all the particles are situated.
Line of force from a particle to an infinite distance. Let a line of force pass from the particle mi to a point at an infinite distance in a direction which ultimately makes an angle yS with the axis of cc. We then have in the same way
ml + in., + &c. 4- mi cos 0f — -mi+i — &e. = (2//A) cos ft.

